17 April 2016
Report on 4th HIMALAYA HOSTEL FEST - “ADHYAAY”
ADHYAAY is not just a hostel fest but a forte hunt or we can say it as “a golden opportunity”
for the youngsters to showcase their hidden talents.
Adhyaay is held every year in the ‘Himalaya Boys Hostel’ in order to provide a limelight for
its talented and worthy populace & this was the 4th season which was held on 14th, 15th & 16th
of April 2016. Apart from the daily technical hard skills, it gives students a refreshing break
and to prepare for something more attractive as per their forte. It’s a 3-day fest that comes with
more and more enthusiasm and contentment till it lasts. We organise various cultural, club,
technical, sports & fun activities and most importantly the stage and external music system
played the most important role in summing the last phase of the performances.
The fest started with the formal inaugural ceremony in which the chief guest was Mr. Feroz
Hussain Meer (Sr. Executive Manager, Vodafone). He was further accompanied by Mr
Ashwani Lata, (Warden-In-Chief), Mr Ashok Punia, Mr Ravi Raj Hadda, Mr Vaibhav
Sharma, Mr Amit Singh & Mr Abhijeet Sharma. After the inaugural the Fest was declare
open.
Juice stalls, fun events , fillers etc. were the side arrangements that were also for the complete
enjoyment of the populace, also they are motivated to keep their best forward and participate
and show up as much as possible with full zeal and zest. Adhyaay was a three day program
which was for all the hostellers by the hostellers & with the hostellers where apart from the
knowledge, their co-curricular skills & managing skills are also tested and focussed upon. In
other words it was a student oriented program.
We provide the opportunity to the hostellers to showcase their talents and interests in various
fields, & keeping the image of today’s society we have decided the theme of this year’s
Adhyaay “INCREDIBLE INDIA”.
The 3 day fest contain many events which require endurance, knowledge, strength etc. Glimpse
of the events are Football, Volleyball, Basketball, S.S.B., Roadies, Graffiti Art, Ghost
Rider, LAN Gaming, Satolia, Treasure Hunt, Suduko, Athletics, Shot-Put & the list
continues….The winners of the events, will be rewarded with certificate and mementoes on
the combine closing ceremony of the four hostel Fest i.e. Gayatri, Himalaya, Gurushikar &
Aravli.
Adhyaay was a complete package of excitement, friendship, team work, and fun of course. In
the end it was a successful fest that prepare the youngsters of the hostel for a bright & better
future.

